Ultimate Protective Packaging
for Fragile, Valuable and
Important Goods
www.bublpackaging.co.uk

Environmentally Friendly
Eco-friendly

Super-protection

Less storage

Our products are reusable and are made from
100% recyclable materials.

Maximum Product Protection
Highly durable plastic and a cushion of air give
complete product protection.

Minimum Storage
Our products are supplied uninflated so require much
less warehouse space than traditional packaging.

Very Easy to Use
Set up is simple and straightforward.
Simple to use

Quick to pack

Lower cost

Super Quick Packing
It takes just a few seconds to pack products - a fraction
of the time compared to traditional packaging materials.

Highly Cost-Effective
BUBL Packaging products take up less warehouse space, are quicker to pack and
provide better protection. This means lower operating costs, quicker touch times,
reduced product replacement costs – resulting in more profits for your business.

Introduction
Reducing the consumption of single – use
plastics is a global priority, and the continuing
explosion in on – line shopping is driving
demand for sustainable packaging solutions,
yet almost 1 in 14 of all on - line purchases
is damaged in transit, so any sustainable
solution also needs to be highly – protective.
BUBL Packaging was formed to address
these challenges and has developed a range
of products that are recyclable, reusable
and deliver ultimate protection for virtually
any product.
Our inflatable packaging protects your
products in a cushion of air, and we have
solutions for everything from mobile phones
and TVs to rare wines and antiques – even
industrial products like car doors, cisterns,
radiators and windows can be completely
protected during transit and storage.

BUBL products replace cardboard boxes,
padded envelopes, polystyrene blocks,
void-fill, EPS Foam and bubble wrap – and
because they are supplied uninflated the
demand for warehouse space is dramatically
reduced; they are simple and quick to
inflate, dramatically reducing packing times
compared to traditional packaging.
Taken together, reduced pack times, transit
damage, storage and shipping costs means
significant cost savings.
BUBL Packaging is environmentally friendly;
all our products are 100% recyclable and
our products are reusable.
Put simply, with BUBL Packaging transit
damage is effectively eliminated and you
save time and money – without harming
the environment.

Perfect protection for items of
different shapes and sizes. Use BUBL
Bags to pack single, multiple and
different – sized products, saving time
and money; they are quick and simple
to use - just pop your product inside
and inflate.

Highly Robust BUBL Bags enclose
your products in a cushion of air, and
can be used multiple times; they are
also recyclable.
Available in 2 variants:
• BUBL Bags are available in seven
standard sizes and can be deflated
and re - inflated for multiple use
• Royal Mail Small Parcel BUBL
Bags can be used to ship single
or multiple items and which when
inflated meets the Royal Mail
‘Small Parcel’ size requirements.

The ideal solution if you regularly ship a range of different items
– BUBL Bags adapt to protect products of different shapes and sizes.

Advanced protection for a range of
everyday items including bottles, jars,
TVs, PCs, Laptops, Tablets, Mobile
Phones and more.
BUBL Pods provide superior
protection during transit because
individual inflation chambers mould
themselves around your products;
they are quick and simple to use – just
inflate and pop your product inside –
hugely increasing productivity.

•W
 arehouse costs are reduced
as uninflated packaging takes
up very little space
• Shipping costs are reduced as
BUBL Pods are very light
• Product damage is virtually
eliminated
• Environment – friendly BUBL Pods
are reusable and recyclable

The ideal solution if you regularly ship the same items.

Highly robust construction and protective
interiors make BUBL Cases perfect for
frequently shipped products, ensuring
they always arrive safely; they are also
ideal if you need to demonstrate technical
equipment and want to create the right
impression. We can design and supply
bespoke cases for specific products.
For the service parts industry BUBL
Cases provide heavy duty protection for
repeated use.

•F
 or after-sales support, door step swaps
or on - site repairs, BUBL Cases can be
used multiple times to collect defective
goods and to deliver replacements
• When delivering goods in your own
vehicles your customers don’t have
any waste – and you retain the
packaging for re-use
• For sales demonstrations and technical
equipment shipments BUBL Cases
create a highly professional image;
your products are always protected.

BUBL Cases are the ideal solution for closed loop deliveries.

Perfect protection for difficult to pack
items of all shapes and sizes. BUBL
Wrapping folds and wraps around
your product to cover and protect it
in a cushion of air. The air BUBL is
much stronger and larger than standard
bubble wrap and is made from much
thicker and more durable, recyclable
plastic, so you only need a single layer;
it is virtually unburstable.

BUBL Wrapping is supplied in
uninflated rolls, saving significant
warehouse storage space; you only
inflate as required – manually using a
compressed air supply, or automatically
using our Auto Inflation Machine.
BUBL Wrapping is manufactured
with serrated strips to make it easy to
tear off the right amount – no cutting
or sharp knives required.

The perfect, flexible alternative to standard bubble wrap - but with a much higher
level of product protection.

Ultimate protection for difficult to ship
goods – whether they are large, heavy
or just awkward – examples include
windows, car doors, radiators, pumps,
floor tiles and toilet cisterns.
Fully customisable for length, film
thickness and tube diameter and with
optional branding, BUBL Tubes replace
polystyrene blocks and pellets, EPS,
Instapak, cardboard spacers and
virtually all other heavy duty protective
packaging products.

Super-strong BUBL Tubes enclose
your products in air-filled tubes, keeping
them totally safe in storage and in transit.
They are fully recyclable, reusable and
quick and simple to inflate and use.
BUBL Tubes can be inflated manually
using compressed air or you can use
our auto-inflation system.

Our highest possible level of protection – if you’ve tried everything else and still
get damage/breakages then BUBL Tubes are the answer.

Quick, simple and cost - effective void fill
protection for a wide range of everyday,
durable goods. BUBL Void is easy to
inflate, super lightweight and recyclable,
and provides superb carton lining,
quilting, cushioning, blocking and bracing.
With three variants and in sizes to meet
most requirements BUBL Void is inflated
only when needed, saving valuable
warehouse space; our fast BUBL Void
Inflator ensures you can quickly produce
the most appropriate void fill protection
for your goods, on demand.

BUBL Void Cushions – air pillows for
maximum void fill and product protection
– available in 3 sizes
BUBL Void Tubes – for carton lining,
interleaving, corner protection, wrapping,
quilting, blocking and bracing - the ideal
balance between void fill and protection.
BUBL Void Bubbles – for carton lining,
interleaving, corner protection, wrapping,
quilting, blocking and bracing – highly
flexible, creating minimal void fill but still
protecting and separating your products.

Quick, simple, cost - effective and recyclable Void Fill product range.

BUBL Tec

BUBL Tec is the technology underpinning
all our packaging products. It means we can
quickly design, produce and brand custom
packaging, creating the perfect shipping
solution for your product.

Simply tell us about your packaging challenges
and we will respond with a solution that
protects your products and your reputation.

Ancillary Equipment

How do I use a BUBL Bag to ship products?

Take the empty BUBL
Bag (and inflation
straw if required)

Place the product to
be shipped into the
BUBL Bag

Insert straw or
compressed air supply
into the BUBL Bag

Inflate then remove
the straw to seal

The product is now
ready to ship

Just pop it into a
shipping bag and send
via Post or Courier

When I receive product in BUBL Bag what do I do?

Take the BUBL Bag and Recover the product
insert a straw all the
from the BUBL Bag
way into the tube to
allow the air to escape

BUBL Bags are
designed to be reused – just follow the
instructions above

If you don’t want to
re-use the BUBL Bag you
can deflate by piercing
with a sharp implement –
please recycle
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A range of tools and
materials to complement and
support our product range.
Inflation systems, guides and
mailing bags get you up and
running quickly. Compressors
are supplied with hosing,
foot switch, inflation nozzle
and UK mains socket.

Everything you need to
get you up and running.
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